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In April this year, the population of these United States was “counted” as 
318,857,056. Five of these were reported as having no opinion of “What’s wrong 

with the economy.” I was not one of them.
Their names and location are a secret, even to the Census Bureau.

Most major countries economically, have a birth rate at-or-below that needed for 
a sustainable population, including these powerhouses; United States, Russia,  

Israel, Germany, Japan, Italy, Korea. Immigration helps  sustain their preeminence.

YES it happens that immigration is the tool to help maintain a nations population. 
This is especially effective in the selective approved immigration for those talented 

in any work area that Corporations desire. United States has been approving 
about 160,000 such applicants in recent years.(We allow 1.25 million immigrants, 
yearly.) It is believed approved immigrants add to the economy of  United States.

Here’s another idea on improving the economy.
The latest published total (estimated) United States population of 318,857,056 
includes 11,600,000 believed here illegally, 59% from Mexico.  (This total illegal 

estimate has been on a small decline for four years.) Most agree these immigrants 
came here to have an improved life, brought few skills of value to Corporate 

United States.  To date, solution this trouble has been impossible, 
likely will remain so.

This 3.7% illegal population is not likely increase our economy, where the median 
household income is $53,046.00.  And neither would a complete or partial 

granting of citizenship have any immediate effect;  
but citizenship would change their status to every employer. 

What does all this mean?  Simply, immigrants, legal and illegal, came here to share 
the “BetterLife” established by first settlers, who also struggled through 

unbelievable hardships to get and compete here.  Our enemies want to destroy 
everything that is related to our  “Better Life”.  The illegals in our midst are not 

our enemies; they are living a guarded life here, in uncertainty,   
through natural and  imposed hardships. 

It is likely the United States economy would be improved by settling the status of 
those who came to America illegally.   And we’d all benefit,

 if this was done sooner than later.




